GI GROUP INTERNSHIP OFFER
Gi Group is a multinational personal agency active in more than 40 Countries around the world.
In Czech Republic we started in 2013 and actually we are based in Prague, Ostrava, Brno, Liberec, Vysoke Myto
and Kvasiny.
We are an international company, in Czech Republic our team is formed by Italians, Czech, Slovak, Polish,
Ukrainian, Belorusian people, but we cooperate also with our colleagues around the world.
We would like to have students from your University under the project Erasmus + in order to give to those
students an efficient opportunity to start to enter in the labor market.
In fact, the students that will take part of our team will manage administrative, marketing, HR activities
together with the Gi Group colleagues.
We would like to have one student per each following branch:
At the first step I will be the main contact person but in the following one those are the people who will take
care about the student. (Mr. Antonio Misiti Antonio.misiti@gigroup.com)
-

Prague (contact person Marketing Manager Mr. Antonio Misiti, Antonio.misiti@gigroup.com )
Ostrava (contact person Branch Manager Ms. Magdalena Jakubowska,
Magdalena.jakubowska@gigroup.com)
Brno (contact person Branch Manager Ms. Miriam Louckova, miriam.louckova@gigroup.com)
Vysoke myto ( contact person Branch Manager Ms. Denisa Simonova, Denisa.simonova@gigroup.com)

What we can offer to the students:
-

Meal vouchers 90czk per working day
Nice friendly and young environment
A real productive internship in a multinational company

Which kind of students we would like to have on bard:
-

Flexible and active person
Motivate and hard working person who wants for real enter in the labor market.
The students must speak English, Germans or Italians is a plus
We would like to have students from Economy or Human resource faculties

Working time: Monday-Friday- 8:30-17:00
We would like to receive your student from September 2018 for at least 3 months (possible a longer
cooperation).

